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Document - topicality

15,9 €
October 2019
Format : 133 x 203 mm
240 pages
ISBN : 978-2-26810-270-2

The author
 Fabien Bouglé is a French
environmentalist whistleblower. For 10
years, he has denounced the ecological
and financial disaster of wind turbines.
Between 2011 and 2016, he was in
connection with the Central Corruption
Prevention Service of the French Ministry
of Justice which unveiled the corruption
scandal in the wind industry. He helped
to make public in 2018, the exorbitant
price of buying back electricity from
offshore wind turbines. Following these
revelations, this rate was renegotiated
downward by the French government.

Author of numerous tribunes on wind
turbines, he was heard by the
parliamentary commission of inquiry on
renewable energy of the National
Assembly organized in 2019.
Businessman in the financial and cultural
sector, Fabien Bouglé is also an elected
municipal official.

Fabien Bouglé

Wind Turbines
The black side of ecological transition

 
A damning document on wind-turbines, a lot less ecological than
we are led to believe...

Key points :

12.000 copies sold since publication.
A topical and global subject in the field of ecological transition
By a field expert.
 

 In a few years, wind turbines have become the international standard
of the ecological transition.
 
They are everywhere, embodying the symbol of the so-called green
electricity: on institutional websites, in school books, in
advertisements, in films, in the media... They have invaded the world's
landscapes, have brutally taken over the countryside or the sea and
have become, through systematic propaganda, the symbol of ecology
and the fight for the climate. 
And yet, behind this green image, many secrets lay hidden.... 

This book is the result of ten years of relentless struggle against the
powerful wind industry lobby and aims to reveal the dark side of wind
energy. A documented synthesis of data and studies on the subject, it
reveals - from France - how wind energy, under the guise of ecological
transition, is in reality a real ecological and financial scandal on a
global scale. 
Pollution, non-recyclable raw materials, radioactive waste, CO2
emissions, serious damage to health and biodiversity,
misappropriation of public funds, increase in the price of electricity,
denial of democracy, destruction of jobs, hyper-taxation, NGOs in
conflict of interest, corruption, mafia ... discover in this book
everything you need to know and that is hidden from you on wind
turbines....  



Essay Society

18,9 €
October 2019
Format : 140 x 210 mm
320 pages
ISBN : 978-2-26810-237-5

The author
Marie David and Cédric Sauviat are two
graduates from France's top schools and
are Presidents of the French Association
Against Artificial Intelligence. They work
together in AI lab research and in the
financial and insurance sectors. 

Marie David, Cédric Sauviat
Matthew Crawford (Préface)

New Barbarism : Artificial
Intelligence.
A critique of ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE written by two field experts
for us to measure the wrongs made to society by the mad race to
imitate the human brain.

Key points :

-Foreward by AMERICAN AUTHOR MATTHEW CRAWFORD 
-Written by AI field experts  
 

From being geolocalised non-stop by our Uber applications to
being offered automatic reponses by Google to messages we’ve
just received, or the manufacture of autonomous cars, these are
just a few of the examples  to illustrate how artificial intelligence
continues to develop. This critique, by field specialists Marie David
and Cédric Sauviat,  reveals the historical, philosophical and
anthropological aspects of the ever-imposing reality of AI in our
daily lives. 

Under the guise of mere technology, AI represents an
anti-humanism philosophy. It promotes an equivalence between
the human being and the machine; it allows for the imagination of
thought without the thinker, it denies subjectivity and removes
man from his position as the single holder of logos. Thus, man is at
risk of becoming passive and human relationships at risk of
destruction. 

What we must also realize is that the development of artificial
intelligence is also made for the quasi-exclusive profit of the GAFA
four  - Google, Apple, Facebook et Amazon - destroying traditional
jobs and disrupting the job market on a global level.



Essay - Society

9,9 €
January 2019
Format : 125 x 180 mm
120 pages
ISBN : 978-2-26810-131-6

The author
Delphine Batho is an MP. Ex-Minister of
Ecology, Sustainable Development and
Energy, and abruptly dismissed from the
government in 2013 for denouncing the
drop in the Ecology budget.she has just
been nominated  President of Génération
Écologie (a French political and
environmental movement).

Dominique Bourg is a philosopher and
professor at the University of Lausanne. In
2018 He published at DDB
best-selling Une nouvelle terre (A new
earth) which has since been translated
into Spanish.

Delphine Batho
Dominique Bourg (Postface)

Global Sustainability
The manifesto

A call to put sustainability into the lives of every citizen.

A national issue for all countries around the world.
An efficient, effective and economical essay.
An essay to instruct and inspire. 

Are we friends or enemies of the Environment ?
In this manifesto-essay, Delphine Batho draws the political
consequences of past and future environmental disasters, and which
are already making our existence on our planet precarious. As
inhabitants and citizens we must make ecology our priority.  Each
commitment by state and association must take into account the«
footprints » we are leaving on our planet.
At a time when environmental ministers worldwide are warning
against the perils of "small steps", our convictions must carry and be
transformed into concrete political programs. Delphine Batho appeals
to all the forces of each country, from political personnel to civic
members of society. What ever political ties we may have, we must
draw strength from our various commitments, and join forces in a
single political combat.



Document / Education

18,9 €
August 2020
Format : 140 x 216 mm
266 pages
ISBN : 978-2-26810-412-6

The author
Frédéric Plénard teaches Life and Earth
Sciences (SVT). He started the  Le Grand
secret du lien project, supported by
private and institutional partners
(foundations, Nature & Découvertes, Léa,
the French Biodiversity Agency , etc.) and
by many famous personalities, such
as Pierre Rabhi the founder of the
Hummingbird movement,  Vincent
Munier photographer and traveler of the
extreme, biologists Emmanuelle
Grundmann and Gilles Bœuf, former
scientific advisor to the Minister of
ecology, Philippe Meirieu the research
specialist in sciences of education and
pedagogy, creating a full combination of
reflexion to vehicule results obtained.
.

Frédéric Plénard
David d'Equainville (Avec la contribution de)

The Child and Nature
AWAKENING TO THE LINK

This education document targets parents educators and
collectivities.
It proposes an innovative approach to education in keeping with the
times of ecological transition and the educational benefits of nature 

Key points :

 - A revolutionary educational experience!

- Many testimonies of children and educators.

- Many proposed activities for a concrete program.

This work recounts the results of a 'nature immersion' an
educational experiment led by fifty volunteer schoolchildren. It shows
how a prolonged experience in nature can enrich the particpants'
understanding of the balances in the world, and stimulate their spirit
of benevolence and solidarity.

Supervised by a team of educators and researchers, the children's
discovery is the great secret of the bond with nature, and, since the
environment is no longer a living evidence for man, a bond which has
long gone astray. And because "it is a sad thing to think that though
nature speaks the human race does not hear it", as Jean Giono
believed, it is gratifying to learn that this unique experience has given
birth to tools and pedagogical guidelines intensifying the relationship
between children and nature, from an awakening of attention and
intelligence to the environment, for stronger cohesion and autonomy.

The book is therefore a real manual for reconnecting children to
nature, which presents and explains each of the exercises
experienced during this adventure, as each natural environment is
progressively worked on.

With the rediscovery of the great secret of this link, thrown into
oblivion by our multi-screen connected lifestyles, the proof has
been made that the recognition of its existence and its importance
by the actors of education can, at a time of major climatic
upheaval, provoke change at the root.
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